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Main Findings
Dramatic increase in the number of non-Jewish Israelis who say their main
identity is “Israeli” and a decrease in the number who say it is “Palestinian”,
compared to previous years
The Chief Rabbinate of Israel has a negative perception among Jews in Israel.
Only 14% of Jews in Israel think it is an essential body functioning
satisfactorily. Given that, only 1 in 5 believe it should be disband completely.
Almost half of Israeli Jews support keeping the Law of Return in its current
form, while very few (6%) think it should be repealed.
A considerable majority of Israeli Jews support public transportation
running on Shabbat, with no significant difference between those who have
access to a car compared to those who do not.
Only 1 in 5 non-Jewish Israelis believe there was once a Jewish temple on the
Temple Mount. A large majority of Muslim-Israelis do not believe the Jewish
temple ever existed on the Temple Mount.
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Sources
JPPI Pluralism Surveys
from 2016 to 2020, JPPI
#IsraeliJudaism survey
2018, The Israel
Democracy Institute,
Israel’s Central Bureau of
Statistics, The IDF
Spokespersons Unit, The
National Authority for
Measurement and
Evaluation in Education,
The State Comptroller’s
Office, The Knesset
Research and
Information Center,
OECD, United Nations
Development
Programme.

The 2020 Index uses for the third year the “Baseline” which
prescribes a measurable situation of compromise for the
contentious issues in Israel society. The Baseline, calibrated
by JPPI Senior Fellow Mike Herzog, represents a pluralistic
balancing point of the interests of different social,
ideological, and religious groups within Israel and the Jewish
people. JPPI uses an extensive range of data sources,
including JPPI’s annual pluralism poll, to measure and assess
the Baseline; these disaggregated measurements form the
basis of the Pluralism Index.
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Contribution to the success of Israel
Group
Soldiers
Seculars
Druze
Right Wingers
Diaspora Jews
National Religious
Left Wingers
Settlers
Foreign Workers
Muslim Arabs
Haredim

Perceived ranking from 1 to 4
(Israeli population)
3.9
3.7
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.0
2.9
2.6
2.4
2.3
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As far as the state is
concerned, joining the
Jewish people (in the
unique interception of
religion and
nationality embodied
in this concept) will be
done through
conversion. The state
will strive to ensure
that as many
conversions as
possible are carried
out in the spirit of the
recommendations of
the Ne'eman
Committee.
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Level of religiosity

Level of religiosity
of partner/spouse

The state will establish a
civil system parallel to the
existing system for the
purpose of registering a
relationship and
recognition as a family. The
state shall grant marriage
licenses to a person
authorized to hold a
marriage under the laws of
their community or to a
competent civil registration
officer. A person who
received a marriage license
shall choose a marriage
and ceremony officiator
of their choice. In order to
annul the marriage in the
civil track, it will be
necessary to obtain
approval from the Family
Court.

Intra-Marriage

Totally
Secular

Secular
Traditional

Traditional

Totally Secular

83%

26%

7%

Secular Traditional

15%

64%

17%

5%

2%

Traditional
Liberal Religious
Religious
National Haredi
Haredi
Percent Single

2%

9%

64%

16%

2%

2%

7%

42%

6%

2%

26%

73%

21%

5%

8%

69%

5%

6%

10%

98%

14%

19%

17%

14%

20%

17%

18%
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